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Baker, Deborah. *A Blue Hand: the Beats in India.* PS 3513 I74 Z57 2008 c.2.


    *The Captain is out to Lunch and the Sailors have taken over the Ship.* OS1 PS 3552 U4 C36 1997.

    *Horsemeat.* OS1 PS 3552 U4 H6 1982.


*Ghost of Chance*. Uncat 96-10-10.

*Naked Lunch*. PS 3552 U75 N3 1959.


*The Seven Deadly Sins*. OS1 PS 3552 U75 S48 1991


Dorn, Edward. 7 Broadsides. OS2 Broadside Shelf, Broadside Folder 1.


*The Fifties: Photographs of America*. DHT 5171.


*The Fall of America: Poems of these States 1965-1971*. Nilon PS 3513 I74 F3.

*Howl, and other Poems*. PS 3513 I74 H6.

*Kaddish, and other Poems*. PS 3513 I74 K3.


White Shroud. OS1 PS 3513 I74 W46 1984.

Yamagata. DHT 8029.


Gritz, James. Khampa. DHT 12669 OS.


Book of Blues. PS 3521 E735 B55 1995x.

The History of Bop. PS 3521 E735 H5 1993


Old Angel Midnight. PS 3521 E735 O43 1985.

Scripture of the Golden Eternity. PS 3521 E735 S3.

PS 3521 E735 S3 1994.


Trip Trap: Haiku along the Road from San Francisco to New York 1959. PS 3521 E735 T7 1973 c.2.

Visions of America. OS1 PS 3521 E735.


Koch, Kenneth. *When the Sun Tries to Go On*. PS 3521 O27 W5.


*Kulchur*. OS1 PS1 K84 (1960); no. 2 (1960).


*Some Sketches from the Life of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky*. PS 3561 Y35 S66 1996x.


Ortner, Jon. *Where Every Breath is a Prayer: a Photographic Pilgrimage into the Spiritual Heart of Asia*. DHT 8273.


*Seed*. DHT 4999.


*Unmuzzled Ox*. PS 580 U54 v.2 no.1 & 2; v.6 no.2 (1981).
